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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-341/82-21(DEPOS)

Docket No. 50-341 License No. CPPR-87

Licensee: Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, MI 48226

.

Facility Name: Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2

Inspection At: Fermi Plant Site, Monroe, MI

Inspection Conducted: December 20-22, 1982

M ud'
Inspector: M. J. Destmann k 3

Approved By: M. . ' c.hurracher , Chief
Independent Measurements and

Environmental Protection Section

Inspection Summary

Inspection on December 20-22, 1982 (Report No. 50-341/82-21(DEPOS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of (1) preoperational
radiological environmental monitoring program, including management controls,
program implementation and results; quality control of sampling and analytical
measurements; and (2) a review of licensee actions on previous inspection
findings. The inspection involved 19 inspector-ho'2rs onsite by one NRC
inspector.

Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
.

E. P. Griffing, Superintendent, Nuclear Production, EF-2
*W. H. Jens, Vice President, Nuclear Operations, Corporate
*R. S. Lenart, Assistant Superintendent, Nuclear Production, EF-2
*A. Shoudy, General Supervisor, Nuclear Technology, Nuclear Engineering

Division, EF-2
-

*E. H. Newton, Supervisor, Operational Assurance, Nuclear Production, EF-2
*N. L. Kepler, Engineer, Operational Assurance, Nuclear Production, EF-2
*D. H. Topel, Engineer, Operational Assurance, EF-2
*W. D. Gilbert, Radiation Protection and Chemical Engineer, Nuclear

Production, EF-2
*J. E. Kepus, Environmental Engineer, Radiation Protection and Chemical

Engineering, Nuclear Production, EF-2
*G. M. Trahey, Assistant Director, Project Quality Assurance, Corporate
*F. Agosti, Manager, Nuclear Operations, Corporate
*L. E. Schuerman, Supervisor, Licensing, Corporate
*A. E. Wegele, Engineer, Licensing, Corporate
K. Shields, Chemist, Radiation Protection and Chemical Engineering,

Nuclear Production, EF-2
R. Smyth, Project Manager, REMP, Nuclear Utilities Services, Inc. (NUS)

The inspector also interviewed other licensee employees during the course
of this inspection, including members of the security force, and general
office personnel.

* Denotes those present at the plant exit interview on December 22, 1982.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

a. (0 pen) Open Item (50-341/78-06-01)

NRC Review of Terrestial Monitoring Reports. In April 1980 the
inspector reviewed a report covering 1978 and a draft report
covering 1979 by the licensees' contractors, Texas Instruments Inc.
The reports appeared satisfactory. In April 1982, licensee repre-
sentatives were unable to provide a final 1979 report for inspector
review and were unable to say if one existed or if any subsequent
reports had been issued by the contractor. They agreed to find out.
Licensee representatives contacted during this inspection were
unable to answer the question.

b. (0 pen) Open Item (50-341/80-07-01; 82-04-01)

Licensee to complete followup audit on findings of June 26, 1979,
audit and to perform new audit prior to fuel load license. The
inspector was informed that these audits were in progress

(December 20-22, 1982). The licensee agreed to, forward copies of
this audit to Region III when completed.
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c. (Closed) Open Item (50-341/80-07-04)

Air sampler intakes were not oriented toward the direction of the
plant. The new samplers were placed in the field by May 1, 1982,
and were obsefved during this inspection to be operable with the
intakes properly oriented toward the plant. The inspector has no
further questions regarding this item.

d. (0 pen) Open Item (50-341/80-07-11)

QA/QC of Analytical Laboratory Program. The licensee was still in
the process of developing procedures. None were reviewed by the
inspector during this inspection. The licensee agreed to inform
the NRC when he is ready to analyze NRC provided samples under the
confirmatory measurements program.

e. (0 pen) Open Item (50-341/82-04-02)

Review of REMP Procedures. REMP procedures to be used by the REMP
contractor, NUS, were received in late November by the licensee and
are currently being reviewed.

The inspector reviewed and commented on 35 of these procedures
(Section 3c). This item remains open pending completion of the
licensees review and approval of these procedures.

f. (0 pen) Open Item (80-341/82-04-04)

Inconsistencies between the REMP programs described in Section 11.6
of the FSAR and in Section 6.15 of the Environmental Report. In
April 1982 the licensee agreed to update the FSAR to agree with the
Environmental Report within three months. This is still not
completed.

g. (0 pen) Open Item (50-341/82-04-05)

Licensee to routinely forward quarterly REMP reports by NUS to
Region III for review. This has not been done. While onsite, the,

inspector was able to review reports covering the first three
quarters of 1982 (Section 3a). Licensee representatives again
agreed to forward the 1982 Annual report and subsequent quarterly
reports for review. This item remains open pending implementation
of this commitment.

h. (0 pen) Open Iter |50-341/82-04-06)

Licensee to establish management controls including procedures
defining the respective roles of contractors and corporate and site
organizations with respect to the REMP. The inspector reviewed two
draft procedures by Nuclear Engineering, NE 5.14, " Environmental
Monitoring" and NE 5.11.1, "Offsite Radiation Monitoring Program"
which describe the role of this group. The activities described
are currently under the Fermi 2 Project Manager. The transfer of
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these responsibilities and the future roles of the two groups have
apparently not been completely defined. Also an environmental
engineer in Nuclear Production inspects the monitoring stations
and is the current onsite contact for the NUS field representative.
Discussion with licensee personnel indicated uncertainty as to his
future role. Licensee representatives at the exit interview stated
that definition of the responsibilities of these groups would be
completed within three months.

i. (Closed) Open Item (50-341/82-04-08)

Assure electrical service to the air samplers. Licensee records
indicated nearly complete data recovery since May 1982 and the
inspector observed that all five air samplers were operable during
a tour of the sample stations.

j. (Open) Open Item (50-341/82-04-09)

Procedure for NUS field representative to promptly inform the
Environmental Engineer when samples are collected and when problems
are encountered. NUS Procedure P.O.5.2.15.120, Revision 0, March
1982, " Collection of Air Particulate and Air Iodine Samples for
Fermi REMP" includes a hand written data sheet to convey this
information. The procedure has not been approved by licensee man-
agement but is being followed by the NUS field representatives.
The procedure is not adequate because the station does not receive
the data sheets until several weeks after collection, too late for
any corrective action by the plant if needed. Moreover, the data
sheets reviewed by the inspector were often illegible. This item
remainc open until an effective procedure is approved.

3. _ Pre perational Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP)
q

a. Implementation of REMP

As stated in Section 2g, the insp2ctor reviewed the monitoring
results for the first three quarters of 1982 in a NUS semiannual
report and a third quarter report. The results showed improvement
in recovery of data of the air sampling stations, since new ones
were installed on April 29, 1982, compared with earlier data dis-
cussed in our previous inspection report.1 The licensee installed
charcoal cartridges for radiciodine on the air samplers on
September 18, 1982. The licensee conducted a land census for milch
animals in June 1982 and started collecting milk samples in July
1982 for radiciodine analyses.

The full preoperational REMP is now underway in accordance with
Table 6.1-10 of the licensee's Environmental Report, Supplement 4,
dated February 1978.

* Inspection Report No. 50-341/82-04.
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The inspector observed the operability of five air samplers, and
forud them to have calibration stickers showing calibrations
were done semiannually. In addition, a selected number of

thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) stations of the licensee
and NRC were observed. Several NRC TLDs were missing or had
damaged cages. The State of Michigan, under contract with NRC
to exchange the TLDs, was informed of the problem.
Composite water samplers at the Fermi 1 intake and at the
Monroe, Michigan, pumping station were also observed. No
problems were noted.

b. Quality Control of Analytical Measurements

The inspector reviewed the quality control practices used in |the REMP. The contractor provides for internal controls such i

as requiring the laboratory technician to analyze blind,
blank, and spiked samples and for analyzing replicate samples
in the contractor's laboratory in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The contractor also participates in the EPA cross check

, program for environmental media. These practices are described
I in the contractors procedure P05.2.15.0, Revision 0, dated
i May 1982, " Quality Assurance in the Radiological Laboratory
l - General Guidelines." The procedure indicates that satisfactory

quality controls will be applied in the contractor's laboratory.

c. REMP Procedures

The inspector reviewed the following procedures prepared by
NUS but not yet reviewed and approved by the licensee:

Number Date Title

P.O.S.2.15.0, Revision 0 05/82 Quality Assurance in Radiological
Laboratory - General Guidelines

P.O.5.2.15.1, Revision 0 05/82 Radiological Laboratory
Organization and Functions

P.O.5.2.15.2, Revision 0 05/82 Radiation Laboratory Training

P.O.5.2.15.3, Revision 0 05/82 Receipt and Disposition
of Samples

P.O.5.2.15.4, Revision 0 05/82 Receipt of Radioactive Sources,
Standards and Nonenvironmental
Samples

P.O.5.2.15.5, Revision 0 05/82 Document and Control of
Radiological Laboratory Work
Instructions

P.O.5.2.15.6, Revision 0 05/82 Data Review and Reporting
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Number Date Title

P.O.5.2.15.7, Revision 0 05/82 Preparation of Standards,
Tiscers, and Carriers

P.O.5.2.15.15, Revision 0 05/82 Operation of Gas Proportional
Counter LB-5100

P.O.5.2.15.26, Revision 0 03/82 Calculation of Gross Alpha and
Gross Beta Radiation in Water

P.O.5.2.15.29, Revision 0 03/82' Preparation of Soil and
Sediment for Analysis

P.O.5.2.15.30, Revision 0 03/82 Preparation of Vegetation and
Food Materials for Analysis

P.O.S.2.15.43, Revision 0 03/82 Performance Check of Gas
Preportional Counter Tennelec
LB-5100

P.O.5.2.15,44, Revision 0 03/82 Performance Check of GeLi
Gamma Spectroscopy System

P.O.5.2.15.46, Revision 0 03/82 Routine Performance Check on
Teledyne TLD Reader

P.O.5.2.15.47, Revision 0 03/82 Manual Calculation of Gamma
Spectroscopy Data

P.O.5.2.15.48, Revision 0 03/82 Calibration cf Analytical
Balances

P.O.5.2.15.49, Revision 0 03/82 Preparation and Analysis of
CaSO4 (Dy) TLD

P.O.5.2.15.51, Revision 0 05/82 Preparation of Air Particulate
Filter for Analysis

P.O.5.2.15.60, Revision 0 03/82 Acquisition and Data Analysis
of High Resolution Gamma
Spectra (Spectra-F)

P.O.5.2.15.62, Revision 0 03/82 Calibration of High Resolution
Gamma Spectrometer

P.O.5.2.15.64, Revision 0 03/82 Calibration of Gas Proportional
Counter

P.O.5.2.15.66, Revision 0 03/82 Calibration of TLD for
Environmental Monitoring
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Number Date Title

P.O.5.2.15.81, Revision 0 09/82 Maintenance of RAC Universal
Air Sampler-

P.O.5.2.15.82, Revision 1 10/82 Calibration of RAC Universal
Air Sampler

P.O.5.2.15.120, Revision 0 03/82 Collection of Air Particulate
and Air Iodine Sampler for
Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.123, Revision 0 08/82 Water Sampling for Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.124, Revision 0 08/S2 Milk Sampling for Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.125, Revision 0 08/82 Fish Sampling for Fermi REMP
,

P.O.5.2.15.126, Revision 0 08/82 Sediment Sampling for Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.127, Revision 0 08/82 Calculation of TLD Data for
Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.128, Revision 0 08/82 Data Review and NonRoutine
Reporting for Fermi REMP

P.0.5.2.15.129, Revision 0 08/82 Annual Reports for Fermi REMP

P.O.5.2.15.130, Revision 0 08/82 Feed / Silage and Food Crop
Sampling Procedure for Fermi
REMP

1 P.O.5.2.15.131, Revision 0 08/82 Annealing Preparation, Placement
and Retrieval of TLDs for Fermi

These procedures, which ware in typed draft form, were apparently
derived from contractor procedures written for the Perry Nuclear
Plant and some reworking is still needed to remove inappropriate
references. Overall, the procedures appeared to be acceptable
with the exception of P.O.5.2.15.120 which is discussed in
Section 2j of this report.

d. Management Controls

Responsibility for various aspects of REMP management is currently
dividad between groups under the Fermi 2 Project Manager, the
Director of Nuclear Engineering and the Superintendent of Nuclear
Production. A reorganization is currently underway that will
apparently consolidate these responsibilities in the Nuclear
Engineering Group. However, the administrative details including
procedures defining responsibilities among the various individuals
and groups including the REMP contractor are not complete.
Licensee representatives interviewed by the inspector appeared
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uncertain regarding these responsibilities. Until these are better
defined, it is doubtful that effective progress will be made in
resolving REMP implementation problems.

No items of norcompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Exit Interview

The inspection findings were discussed with licensee representatives
(Section 1) after the inspection or. December 22, 1982. The inspector
acknowledged some improvement in REMP implementation but noted that
management weaknesses identified during the previous inspection still
appeared largely unresolved. Licensee representatives acknowledged
the need to improve the REMP and agreed to complete administrative
and technical procedures and to take the actions needed to resolve
the open items prior to fuel load. In particular, they stated that
management control procedures would be completed and approved within
three months of this inspection.
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